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It is well understood that the energy conservation of the commercial buildings in the metropolitan area is one of the key issue under 
the environmental constraints. In Tokyo, since Olympic is being held in 2020, distributed energy technologies including CGS, 

Photovoltaics, new heat-pumps, etc., are expected to meet large air-conditioning demand in the summer season. In order to evaluate 
the contribution of these energy technologies, we have developed several models focusing on the regional energy supply-demand 
systems as well as the power expansion planning model of the utility. Recently, the unused thermal sources such as underground 
heat and the energy source from river are reconsidered; thanks to the progresses in the heat pump technologies. In this study, we 
investigate the contribution of new energy technologies for the buildings from two views: First, we look into three commercial and 
office buildings in the Tokyo area. We evaluate the energy demand on room cooling, room heating, hot-water supply and general 
electricity demand. We then develop an energy technology flow model. We also employ new energy technologies as follows; DC-
inverter controlled heat-pumps which have almost constant COP in the low capacity utilization duration and the utilization of the 
thermal energy of the river and the underground energy which provide higher COP around 5-6. In this model, COP is formulated 
as a function of capacity utilization rates. This model is thus formulated as non-linear optimization model. We also include the 
energy transportation among building. Double-skin walls for the heat insulation are also evaluated. Another view focuses on the 
thermal energy transportation among regions. We divide Koto-area in Tokyo into 151 sub-regions in around 250 m by 250 m meshes 
specifying the building types. Including the potentials of unused energy sources such as underground heat, river heat sources, waste 
incineration heat, the possible contributions of these technologies and energy transportations among regions as well as the CGS are 
evaluated. Our model with the unused energy sources and new technologies demonstrates the potential and the limit of these new 
sources.
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